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Abstract: Nowadays Mobile Ad-hoc networks are widely in use. Such networks are infrastructure less which invites multiple threats to 
the network. As a result it decreases the performance level of network. Among these threats gray hole is the silent but more vulnerable 
attack which keeps attacking the network in the repetition mode. Many techniques invented to detect and remove these gray holes, where 
nodes in the pool themselves need to work together to find out the malicious node. If the neighbor nodes of the gray hole node itself is 
malicious or it is not functioning due to some other technical reasons then it is hard to detect the gray hole node in the network pool. So 
a pool tile method is introduced where tile represent the time “t” in which a pool manager of the pool performs iterations in “t” to keep 
the record of routing history and to decide gray hole node.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is formed by mobile 
devices by connecting through wireless media. MANET suits 
for military operations and the emergency rescue that need to 
perform special purpose in urgency. As MANET doesn’t 
require any infrastructure, it can be installed anytime 
anywhere. Because of its easy installation features, it is easy 
to use in personal area networks and so on. 
 
However due to the dynamic network topology, no 
infrastructure property, there is high risk of security in 
MANET [1]. DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) protocol is an 
on-demand routing protocol. It uses source routing, instead 
of using routing table at every hop. Its operation is divided 
into two parts, route discovery and route maintenance.  

 
Here whenever any node has a data to transfer, it first checks 
its route cache for the route to destination node. If path is 
available in route cache then it will directly transfer the data 
over the path. But if route is not available in route cache then 
it initiates the Route Discovery process. Node who initiates 
the process becomes the source node. Now the source node 
will broadcast the Route Request (RREQ) packet over the 
network. It contains the destination node and the unique 
identifier from the source. 

 
Every node who receives RREQ checks for the unique 
identifier, if it has already seen then request is rejected. 
Otherwise it appends its own address to the list and 
rebroadcast the request over the network. 

 
When RREQ is received by the destination node it will 
unicast the Route Reply (RREP) back to the source node, 
and it appends the list of addresses received from route 
request. When RREP is received by source node it updates 
it’s cache with a new route. 

 
Route Maintenance helps to inform the source node 
regarding the unavailability of route, link breakage etc. In 

such situation route error (RERR) message is transferred to 
notify the unavailability of path [14]. 

 
While performing the inter node communication many nodes 
are pretending to be the honest node and receives the data 
and drops at their end. This actually creates hole where all 
the data packets come and sinks and won’t be available to 
the further nodes for the communication. This type of 
sinking data packets in MANET is known as black hole 
attack. Whereas the gray hole attack is periodically keep 
dropping the packet data and makes even more difficult to 
identify the gray hole attack. Gray hole may drop data for 
particular IP, while transfer for others in the network. It 
selectively drops the data which makes it difficult to identify 
[2]. 
 
So many systems are proposed to handle the gray hole attack 
in which all the actions are need to be taken by the nodes 
themselves to detect gray hole. This actually affects the 
routing speed and performance of the network itself. So we 
come out with an idea in which we are creating a pool which 
actually contains many number of mobile nodes and this 
pool also contains a pool manager which actually a system 
which identifies the gray hole node and removes it too. 
 
The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
discusses some related work and section 3 presents the 
design of our approach. The details of the results on this 
approach are discussed in section 4 as Results and 
Discussions. Sections 5 provide hints of some extension of 
our approach as future work and conclusion. 
 
2. Related Work 

 

Number of methods are discovered to detect gray hole node 
in the network. Some of those work during route discovery 
process while others at the time of data transmission. Those 
who work during route discovery are more advantageous, 
because they don’t lose the data. While on the other hand, 
how much we can try there should be minimum of data loss 
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during detection of the gray hole at the time of data 
transmission. 
The method proposed by S D Khatawkar [1], makes use of 
mobile agents (MA) to detect gray hole using the code 
migration facility. MA consists of program code and 
program execution state. Here the performance decreases 
with random mobility and also with mobility of nodes, it has 
some false detection. 
 
The method proposed by N. Dharini [2], uses light weight 
learning based energy prediction algorithm. By comparing 
consumed energy with predicted energy, gray hole is 
detected. Less energy consumption means node has not 
transmitted data. Proposed method achieves energy saving so 
as it increases network lifetime.  
  
While the method proposed by Parineet D. Shukla [3] works 
by using the probability for dropping the packets and getting 
a false reply from the next node, the gray hole can be 
detected. Probability for getting a false reply from the node, 
act as a threshold value for deciding the behavior of a node. 
 
The method proposed by Seemita Pal [4], detects gray hole by 
observing delay in packet arrival by calculating slope of the 
delay over a given window. Based on difference in slope 
after a packet loss and the slope of the next coming packet, it 
decides the reason behind the packet loss. This method 
exploits the correlation between packet delays and packet 
loss due to congestion. 
 
The main idea behind the method proposed by Qiang Liu [5] 
is, it combines downstream assessment and end-to-end 
assessment to detect gray hole attack. Method uses fast 
hashing and digital signature techniques to protect packet 
against manipulation, replay and masquerading attacks at 
mesh routers. Method minimizes false positive and false 
negative rates. 
  
 The method proposed by Jiwen CAI [6] deals with network 
layer and MAC layer. Here they focus on the path of 
transmission to detect a gray hole by observing the next 
hop’s actions not all neighbors. This increases system 
performance. But still there is a problem of false positive 
probability. 
 
 The method proposed by Devu Manikantan Shila [7], uses 
channel aware detection algorithm. It adopts two strategies 
for detection, hop-by-hop loss observation by downstream 
nodes and traffic monitoring by upstream nodes. Here 
control packets are more which causes overhead in the 
network. 
 
 The scheme proposed by Jaydip Sen [8], first collects the data 
routing information in a routing table. Then they detect the 
presence of a gray hole locally. But sometimes there might 
be chances of declaring an honest node as malicious node. 
So to avoid the chances of false positive it is once again 
checked by the nodes in the network cooperatively. If here 
node declared as a gray hole, then alarm is sent over the 
network, which informs all the nodes in the network about 
the gray hole. In this way they take care that gray hole 
should be separated from the network.  
 

 The method proposed by Gao Xiaopeng Chen Wei [9], use 
aggregation signature algorithm to produce evidence on 
forwarded packets, these evidences helps to detect malicious 
node. It uses three algorithms, the creating proof algorithm 
which creates the proof based on aggregation signature. The 
checkup algorithm is invoked if source suspects some 
malicious activity. Finally the diagnosis algorithm detects the 
gray hole from the evidences provided by checkup 
algorithm. 
 
3. Proposed Work 
 

This section narrates the thorough understanding of the 
proposed system which is depicted in the figure 1 and 2. 
Proposed system is properly elaborated with the below 
mentioned steps. 

 
Step 1:For better connectivity and flow, all the nodes have 
been connected to a pool which is powered by the wireless 
router. For our experiment a two antenna Digisol router is 
used for the creation of the pool with its head as pool 
manager as shown in the figure 2. 
 
Step 2 :For easy understanding let’s consider that node 1 
wants to transfer the data to the node 4 in the network. As 
soon as node 1 selects node 4 as its destination a shortest 
path calculation job will be conducted by the pool manager 
after receiving Route request from the source node ( RREQ), 
that is node 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Basic Idea of proposed system 

 

 
Figure 2: System Overview of the proposed system 
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Pool manager takes the input as the source and destination 
nodes and identify the possible paths for routing. Once the 
possible paths of routing is been identified then the time 
delay is calculated for all the identified paths. So the path 
which eventully yields the least time delay for identified 
nodes is considered as the shortest path. This shortest path 
will be returned to the request source node as Route reply ( 
RREP).In our case of narration the path will be Node 1-> 
Node 2-> Node 4. 

 
Step 3:Here in this step on receiving of the shortest path 
from the pool manager source node starts routing the data to 
the next hop. While on this process it does two importatnt 
things, 
 
Firstly it sends the hash key of the data which is been 
generated by the MD5 Algorithm to the pool manager. 
 
Secondly it transfer the original data to the hop node , in our 
case it is node 2.  
 
Step 4:Here in this step the hop node is characterized by the 
concept of sending the hash key of the received data 
generated by the MD5 Algorithm to the pool manager.As 
soon as pool manager receives both the hash keys for the 
verification, it checks the data authenticity on the said Tile.  
 
Then by comparing both the hash keys from the source node 
and the destination node of the instance, pool manager will 
check for the avalanche effect of the hash keys. The 
avalanche effect will be created if any slight drop or 
malfunctioning of the data is happened at the instance 
destination node. 

 
If any effect is identified then this is considered as the gray 
hole and then pool manager will check for its threshold of 2. 
In our experiments the threshold of 2 is set due to two hops 
that encountered in the process of data transimisison. 

 
Once any node is identified as the gray hole on considering 
of its threshold then this node will be black listed in the 
database for any of it’s role in the future routing process. 
And this will abort the routing process of the data by rising 
proper alert . 

 
Step 5:If in any case hash keys are not found for any kind of 
avalanche effect this indicates no drop of data or any 
malfunctioning of the data at the Destination node. 
 
And now destination node is characterized to become source 
node for the instance and transfer the data to the next hop, in 
our case path will be from node 2 to node 4. 
 
The complete process can be depicted in the below 
Algorithm  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________ 

Algorithm : Gray Hole Identification Using Pool Tile 

Method 

_________________________________________________ 

// Input : Sender Data D 
// Destination Node Dn 
// Output : Successful identification of Gray hole node 
Step 0: Start 
Step 1: Add Pool managers M1 into pool P1, and so on Mn to 
Pn 
Step 2: Add node Nn to pool Pn 
Step 3: Set Tile T in all Pool managers Mn( Where tile is 
Time in Seconds) 
Step 4: Activate all pool managers Mn 
Step 5: Select Data D by source node Sn 
Step 6: Select Destination node Dn 

Step 7: Identify the shortest path Pth 
Step 8: WHILE D Dn 

Step 9: for each tile T 
Step 10: Pd →SntD (Pd= previous data in Hash and Snt= 
Run time Source node) 
Step 11: Cd →DntD (Cd = Current data in hash and Dnt = 
Run time Destination node) 
Step 12: check IF Cd ≠ Pd (Avalanche Effect) 

Step 13: Identify the Node for Dnt 
Step 14: Label it as Gray hole Gh 
Step 15: Vote all the Nodes in the pool Pn for Gray Hole Gh 
Step 16: END IF 
Step 17: END WHILE 
Step 18: Stop 

_________________________________________________ 
 

4. Results and Discussions 
 

For the experimental process of the system 5 java based 
windows machines are taken with Netbeans as the 
development IDE. System is put under hammer for number 
of tests for the proper identification of the gray holes in 
many scenarios. 
 
Experiment is conducted on the performance time to identify 
the gray holes with other system proposed by [1]. In [1] gray 
holes are been identified in the mobile network based on the 
cluster analysis process. When the system incorporates the 
method stated in [1] for the sake of comparison then the 
performance time noted and shown in the below table. 

 
Table 1: Gray Hole identification performance in Time 
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Figure 3: Gray Hole identification comparison in time 

 
When the values of the table 1 are drawn in a plot as shown 
in figure 3 we found the fact that system proposed by using 
pool tile method excels then that of the system proposed 
through the Cluster analysis process. Time taken by the pool 
tile method is less compared to that of [1]. This clearly 
indicates that the decision of identifying gray holes is centric 
and takes off the burden on the routing nodes, this eventually 
fastens the system. 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

The proposed system successfully identifies the gray holes in 
the mobile ad-hoc network in a comparatively less time 
using pool tile method. System effectively makes use of pool 
managers to identify the gray hole. Pool tile method properly 
keeps checking the data dropping at every node on each hop 
and thereby detects and removes the gray hole node and 
intimate all the nodes in the pool about the gray hole 
successfully.  

 
As the future scope to our proposed methodology we can 
enhance our system for huge hybrid architecture of the 
internet of things with many hierarchies of pool managers. 
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